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I
NATIONAL DAM INSPECTION REPORT

PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT

Identification No.: NH00133
Name of Dam: Mendums Pond Dam
Town: Nottingham
County and State: Rockingham County, New Hampshire
Stream: Little River
Date of Inspection: 6 June 1978

BRIEF ASSESSMENT

Mendums Pond Dam is 31 feet high, averages about 36 feet
wide, and is 440 feet long. It is an earthen embankment
placed between vertical dry masonry walls, spans the upper
reach of the Little River, and is located in east central
New Hampshire. It has three low-level outlet gates at two
elevations and an ungated spillway. Maximum storage capacity
is about 3,330 acre-feet. Mendums Pond is used for recrea-
tional purposes. The pond is 1.5 miles in length with a
surface area of more than 200 acres.

The dam is in fair condition. Leakage around the gates and
from the open joints of the stone masonry walls in the control
shaft is estimated to be about 2 cfs. Seepages at the down-
stream toe of the dam on both sides of the gatehouse are dis-
charging about 0.02 cfs of clear water. Minor settlements
were noted in the earth crest and a subsidence was noted in
the upstream dry masonry wall 75 feet northwest of the gate-
house.

Based on size and hazard classifications in accordance with
Corps guidelines, the test flood is the Probable Maximum
Flood. A PMF outflow of 3825 cfs (708 csm) would overtop
the dam by 2 feet; therefore the spillway is considered
inadequate. The uncontrolled spillway weir will pass 1010
cfs, or about 26 percent of the test flood outflow. A major
breach at maximum pool would probably result in the loss of
less than 10 lives and appreciable property damage.

The owner, New Hampshire Water Resources Board, should
implement the results of the recommendations given in
Section 7.2. within two years after receipt of this Phase I

Report. The operating and maintenance measures recommended
in Subsection 7.3.b. should be implemented within one year
after receipt of this Phase I Report.

Warren A. Guinan
Project Manager
N.H. P.E. No. 2339
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I
This Phase I Inspection Report on Mendums Pond Dam has been
reviewed by the undersigned Review Board members. In our
opinion, the reported findings, conclusions, and recommenda-
tions are consistent with the Recommended Guidelines for
Safety Inspection of Dams, and with good engineering judgment1 and practice, and is hereby submitted for approval.

CHARLES G. TIERSCH, Chairman
Chief, Foundation and Materials Branch

I Engineering Division

FRED J. RAVENS, Jr., Member
Chief, Design Branch
Engineering Division

SAUL COOPER, Member
Chief, Water Control Branch
Engineering Division

i
APPROVAL RECOMMENDED:

I
I JOE B. FRYAR

Chief, Engineering Division
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PREFACEI

This report is prepared under guidance contained in the
Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams, for
Phase I Investiqations. Copies of these guidelines may be
obtained from the Office of Chief of Engineers (OCE),
Washington, D.C. 20314. The purpose of a Phase I Investi-
gation is to identify expeditiously those dams which may
pose hazards to human life or property. The assessment of
the general condition of the dam is based upon available
data and visual inspections. Detailed investigation, and
analyses involving topographic mapping, subsurface investi-
gations, testing, and detailed computational evaluations
are beyond the scope of a Phase I investigation; however,
the investigation is intended to identify any need for such
studies.

In reviewing this report, it should be realized that the
reported condition of the dam is based on observations of
field conditions at the time of inspection along with data
available to the inspection team. In cases where the
reservoir was lowered or drained prior to inspection, such
action, while improving the stability and safety of the
dam, removes the normal load on the structure and may
obscure certain conditions which might otherwise be
detectable if inspected under the normal operating environ-
ment of the structure.

It is important to note that the condition of a dam depends
on numerous and constantly changing internal and external
conditions, and is evolutionary in nature. It would be
incorrect to assume that the present condition of the dam
will continue to represent the condition of the dam at
some point in the future. Only through continued care and
inspection can there be any chance that unsafe conditions
be detected.

Phase I inspections are not intended to provide detailed
hydrologic and hydraulic analyses. In accordance with the
established Guidelines, the test flood is based on the
estimated "Probable Maximum Flood" for the region (greatest
reasonably possible storm runoff), or fractions thereof.
Because of the magnitude and rarity of such a storm event,
a finding that a spillway will not pass the test flood should

S not be interpreted as necessarily posing a highly inadequate
condition. The test flood provides a measure of relative
spillway capacity and serves as an aide in determining the
need for more detailed hydrologic and hydraulic studies,
considering the size of the dam, its general condition and
the downstream damage potential.
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Figure 1 -Overview of Menduns Pond Dam.
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!
NATIONAL DAM INSPECTION PROGRAM

PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT
MENDUMS POND DAM

SECTION 1
PROJECT INFORMATION

1.1 General

a. Authority. Public Law 92-367, August 8, 1972,
authorized the Secretary of the Army, through the Corps of
Engineers, to initiate a National Program of Dam Inspection
throughout the United States. The New England Division of
the Corps of Engineers has been assigned the responsibility
of supervising the inspection of dams within the New England
Region. Anderson-Nichols & Company, Inc. has been retained
by the New England Division to inspect and report on selected
dams in the State of New Hampshire. Authorization and notice
to proceed were issued to Anderson-Nichols under a letter of
May 3, 1978 from Ralph T. Garver, Colonel, Corps of Engineers.
Contract No. DACW33-78-C-0329 has been assigned by the
Corps of Engineers for this work.

b. Purpose

(l) To perform technical inspection and evaluation of
non-Federal dams to identify conditions which threaten the
public safety and thus permit correction in a timely manner
by non-Federal interests.

(2) To encourage and prepare the states to initiate
quickly effective dam safety programs for non-Federal dams.

(3) To update, verify and complete the National
Inventory of Dams.

1.2 Description of Project

a. Location. Mendums Pond is located in both the
Towns of Barrington and Nottingham, New Hampshire. Mendums
Pond Dam spans the headwaters of Little River which flows
southeasterly for a distance approximately 7 miles to its
confluence with the Lamprey River. Mendums Pond Dam is
shown on the U.S.G.S. Quaarangle, Mt. Pawtuckaway, New
Hampshire with coordinates approximately at N 43 08' 00",
W 710 04' 54", Nottingham, Rockingham County, New Hampshire.
(See LocaLion Map vii.)



b. Description of Dam and Appurtenances. Mendums Pond
Dam is an earthen embankment placed between upstream and down-
stream vertical dry masonry walls. The dam is about 440 feet
in length, ranges from 24 to 49 feet in width, and is 31 feet
in height. It has three mechanically operated gates. The
lowest level sluiceway has a wooden gate 2' H x 4' W; 14 feet
above its invert are two smaller wooden gates 1.8' H x 1.5' W
with the same invert elevation. Each gate has its own opera-
ting mechanism. An uncontrolled overflow spillway has been
constructed near the right northwest abutment. The spillway
is a reinforced concrete weir 25 feet long, 1 feet wide at
the crest, about 2 feet wide at its base and about 2 feet high.

c. Size Classification. Intermediate (Hydraulic
height - 29 feet; Storage - 3,330 acre-feet) based on
storage ( > 1000 to < 50,000 acre-feet) as given in OCE
Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams.

d. Hazard Classification. Significant hazard. A
major breach would probably result in the loss of less than
10 lives and appreciable property damage.

e. Ownership. Mendums Pond Dam was originally con-
structed about 1840 by the Newmarket Manufacturing Company.
On March 13, 1916 the Lamprey River Improvement Company, a
subsidiary of the N.H. Gas & Electric Company, acquired all
titles and rights to Mendums Pond Dam. The N.H. Gas & Electric
Company took over ownership October 28, 1945. The dam, land,
and water rights were transferred to the State of New Hampshire
for one dollar on December 28, 1955.

f. Operator. Mr. Vernon K. Knowlton, Chief Engineer,
New Hampshire Water Resources Board (NHWRB), 37 Pleasant
Street, Concord, New Hampshire 03301 is repsonsible for
the operation of Mendums Pond Dam. Phone (603) 271-3406.

g. Purpose of Dam. Originally under the ownership
of Newmarket Manufacturing, Mendums Pond Dam conserved water
for a hydroelectric plant at Newmarket, New Hampshire. This
remained its primary use until the State of New Hampshire
purchased the dam in 1955. Since then the dam and lake have
been in use for recreational purposes only.

h. Design and Construction History. Little information
was revealed concerning the original design and construction
of the dam. The dam was originally built at its present
location about 1840. In 1919 or 1920, three tie rods were
placed about eight feet below the crest, two on the northwest
and one on the southeast of the low-level control works to
check bulging. The southeast downstream sloping buttress was
probably placed at this time by the Lamprey River Improvement

2



a. Evaluate further the potential for overtopping
and inadequacy of the spillway discharge capacity.

b. Desiqn remedial measures needed to eliminate the
seepage downstream of the dam and leaking into the control
shaft of the low-level outlet.

7.3 Remedial Measures

a. Alternatives. The NHWRB should, as a practical
alternative pending implementation of the above recommenda-
tions, operate the reservoir at lower levels so as to provide
more storage for extreme flood events. The NHWRB could
purchase downstream land that would be adversely impacted by
dam failure and restrict human occupancy.

b. Operating and Maintenance Procedures.

(1) Monitor on a weekly basis seepage and leakage at
the toe of the dam and control shaft, respectively.

(2) Repair the subsided portion of upstream dry
masonry wall, backfill with earth, and reseed.

(3) Fill in depression on earth crest with topsoil
and reseed.

(4) Seal the cracks in the upstream concrete facing.

(5) Clear trees and brush from an area about 50 feet
downstream of the dam.

(6) Clear debris from downstream channel of overflow
weir.

7) Repair or replace the outlet gates to permit opera-
t on and proper roseating and sealing under all headwater
and tailwater conditions.

(8) The New Hampshire Water Resources Board should
develop a written operational procedure to follow in the
event of floodflow conditions or imminent dam failure. This
proccdure should include round-the-clock surveillance and a
warnirgj system. The warning system should also be included
in the written procedure of "Project Linkup", a disaster
plan involving Civil Defense (as coordinator), state agencies,
and town officials. "Project Linkup", at this time, is in
uraft form awaiting the Governor's approval.

(9) Continue periodic inspection systems on a bi-annual
frequency.

16
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SECTION 7

ASSESSMENT, RECOMMENDATIONS & REMEDIAL MEASURES

7.1 Dam Assessment

a. Condition. The visual inspection indicates Mendums
Pond Dam is in fair condition. The major concerns that may
affect the long-term integrl-y of the dam are:

(1) Potential for overtopping;

(2) Substantial leakage through the dry masonry walls
of the low-level outlet control shaft;

(3) Seepages at two locations at the downstream toe of
the dam;

(4) Settlements of numerous areas of the earth crest;
and

(5) Subsidence of upstream dry masonry wall approxi-
mately 75 feet northwest of the gatehouse.

b. Adequacy of Information. The information available
is such that the assessment of the dam must be based primarily
on the visual inspection.

c. Urgency. The recommendations enumerated in Section
7.2 below should be implemented by the owner within 2 years
after receipt ot _h s Phase I Report. The operational and
maintenance procedures enumerated in Section 7.3.b. below
should be implemented by the owner within one year after
receipt of this Phase I Report.

d. Need for Additional investigdtion. Thu iIL~eIIaLio,
available from the visual inspection is adequate to identify
the potential problems which are: overtopping, seepage, and
leakage into the control shaft of the gates. These problems
require the attention of a competent engineer who will have
to make additional engineering studies to design or specify
remedial measures to rectify the problems. If left unattended,
the problem could lead to instability of the structure.

7.2 Recommendations

It is recommended that the New Hampshire Water Resources
Board should accomplish the remedial measures resulting from
the following:

15



c. Operating Records. No records were disclosed
pertinent to the structural stability of the dam except
that of H. D. Dunham's report recommending the installation
of three tie rods ". .... at a depth of about eight feet from
the surface to check further outward movement at points
where the overhang or bulging amount to 12 or 14 inches."

d. Post-Construction Changes. Known post-construction
changes to the dam are as follows:

(1) Installation of 3 steel tie rods and probably the
left sloping rock buttress subsequent to 1918;

(2) In 1958-59, the gate section was extensively
repaired and faced with concrete, including the addition
of reinforced concrete supports in the downstream face of
the the low-level control shaft;

(3) In 1963, a concrete weir was built on the natural
spillway at the northwest end of the dam; and

(4) In 1977, the southeast side of the dam was refaced.

e. Seismic Stability. This dam is in Seismic Zone 2
and hence does not have to be evaluated for seismic stability
according to OCE Recommended Guidelines.

14
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SECTION 6

STRUCTURAL STABILITY

6.1 Evaluation of Structural Stability

a. Visual Observations. The visual inspection revealed
the following evidence of possible stability problems:

(1) Substantial leakage through the dry masonry wall
at the outlet gate control shaft;

(2) Seepage at two locations at the downstream toe of
the dam;

(3) Settlement of numerous areas at the crest of the dam;

(4) Subsidence of upstream dry masonry wall approxirately
75 feet northwest of the gatehouse; and

(5) Shift in the downstream vertical dry masonry wall
southeast side, near the portal of the control shaft.

Items (3) and (4) in the above list may be the result of
large leakage that was mentioned in reports dated 1919,
1940, and 1970. Repairs have been made to the dam at several
times (including 1958, 1962, and 1963). It cannot be deter-
mined on the basis of this visual inspection and the available
data whether the repairs have eliminated the conditions that
led to the settlements mentioned in Items (3) and (4).

Although a definite shift (Item (5) above) of about 6 inches
along a nearly vertical plane has occurred in the downstream
southeast face of the vertical dry masonry wall, the rein-
forced concrete frame that now forms the outlet portal,
placed in 1958-59, seems to have stabilized this problem. No
similar shift was noted on the northwest side. One or more
of the old granite struts may have broken causing this shift.

Minor cracking in the upstream concrete facing does not pose
an immediate stability problem, but could lead to future
problems if it is not repaired.

b. Design and Construction Data. No design and con-
struction data were disclosed for the original dam. Some
drawings relating to various repairs to the dam are available,
but the visual inspection indicates that the repairs were not
made in strict conformance with these drawings.

13
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SECTION 5
HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

5.1 Evaluation of Features

a. Design Data. No hydrologic or hydraulic design
data were disclosed for Mendums Pond Dam.

b. Experience Data. No information regarding past
overtopping was disclosed.

c. Visual Observations. At the time of inspection,
no visual evidence was noted of damage to the structure
caused by overtopping.

d. Overtopping Potential. Mendums Pond Dam is classi-
fied as being intermediate in size having a maximum storage
of 3,330 acre-feet. The normal recreation level has a surface
area of 209 acres, which is equivalent to 6 percent of the
watershed.

To determine the hazard classification for Mendums Pond
Dam, the impact of failure of the dam at maximum pool was
assessed using Guidance for Estimating Downstream Dam Failure
Hydrographs issued by the Corps of Engineers. The analysis
covered the reach from the dam to U.S. Route 4, a distance
of about 0.35 mile. Failure of Mendums Pond Dam at maximum
pool would probably result in an increase in stage of approxi-
mately 15 feet along the reach. An increase in water depth
of this magnitude would probably sever U.S. Route 4 and result
in the loss of less than 10 lives and appreciable property
damage. Immediately upstream and downstream of U.S. Route 4
is a large wetland area that would serve to attenuate con-
siderably the effects of the flooding.

As a result of the analysis described above, Mendums Pond
Dam was classified - Significant Hazard. Using OCE Recommended
Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams, the recommended test
flood is the Probable Maximum Flood. The test flood inflow
for Mendums Pond Dam, having a drainage area of 5.4 square
miles, was determined to be 4345 cfs (805 csm). The test
flood discharge after routing was determined to be 3825 cfs
(708 csm).

Mendums Pond Dam is unable to pass the test flood without
overtopping. The water depth over the dam embankment was
calculated to be 2 feet. Neither will the dam pass one-half
the test flood without overtopping. The water depth over the
dam during one-half the test flood was calculated to be 1.1
feet. The spillway capacity is only about 26 percent of the
test flood discharge.

12
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SECTION 4

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

4.1 Procedures

The New Hampshire Water Resources Board (NHWRB) has operated
Mendums Pond Dam since 1955. The lake level is maintained
by the uncontrolled overflow spillway located at the north-
west end of the dam. In the fall, drawdown is accomplished
by the opening of the three gates to provide spring freshet
storage.

4.2 Maintenance of Dam

Mendums Pond Dam is maintained by the NHWRB.

4.3 Maintenance of Operating Facilities

Throughout the year, the dam is visited on a weekly basis by
the NHWRB. The NHWRB would not permit inspection of gate
operating mechanisms, nor operate the gates at this season
of the year. They reported that if the gates were lifted,
it would not be possible to lower and reseat and achieve a
complete seal. Presumably, reseating is not possible because
of water pressure and condition of the timber gates. Therefore,
the gate condition and operation was not verified during the
inspection. The control shaft has been improved by the exteh-
sive concrete work done over a period of years by the NHWRB.
The gatehouse appeared to be well maintained.

4.4 Description of Any Warning System in Effect

No written warning system was disclosed for Mendums Pond Dam.

4.5 Evaluation

The operation and maintenance procedures for Mendums Pond Dam,
consisting of a weekly program of inspection, should insure
that all minor problems encountered can be remedied within a
reasonable period of time. The NHWRB should also establish
a warning system to follow in event of any emergencies.

11



(southeast) training wall is considered good with only
the loss of surface laitance. The visual inspection of
the weir indicates that it was constructed on bedrock.

d. Reservoir Area. The watershed above the pond is
steeply to gently sloping and is heavily wooded. (See
Appendix C - Figure 8.) The area downstream of the dam is
gently sloping and heavily wooded. Cottages are located
around the perimeter of the lake.

e. Downstream Channel. The bottom of the channel
downstream of the low-level outlet is covered with boulders,
gravel, and sand. (See Appendix C - Figure 9.) It is
generally unobstructed; some trees are growing adjacent to
the channel. The channel downstream of the overflow spillway
is cut in bedrock and there is a shallow depth of sand,
gravel, and boulders on the bottom. (See Appendix C -
Figure 7.) One clump of brush is growing in the center of
the channel downstream of the overflow weir, and there is
brush growing next to the northwest bank of the channel.
A few logs were noted in the channel farther downstream.
Both the low-level outlet channel and the overflow weir
channel merge into a sizeable deep marsh about 700 feet
downstream of the dam that extends on downstream about 1,000
feet, nearly to U.S. Route 4.

3.2 EvF1uation

The observed condition of the dam is fair. The potential
problems observed during the visual inspection are:

(a) Substantial leakage through the dry masonry wall
at the outlet gate control shaft (2 cfs);

(b) Seepage at two locations at the downstream toe of

the dam (0.02 cfs or 10 gpm);

(c) Settlement of numerous areas of the earth crest;

(d) Potential for overtopping;

(e) Minor cracks in upstream reinforced concrete wall;
and

(f) Subsidence of upstream dry masonry wall approximately
75 feet northwest of the gatehouse.

10
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!
Two areas of seepage were noted near the downstream toe of
the dam, one between the southeast abutment and the gatehouse,
and the other between the gatehouse and the northwest abut-
ment. The seepage water was clear at the time of the inspec-
tion and there was no evidence of piping, boiling, or other
instability at either seepage.

Four hairline cracks were noted in the concrete facing on
the upstream side of the dam.

A subsidence of the dry masonry wall approximately 12 feet
long was noted on the upstream face approximately 75 feet
northwest of the gatehouse, creating the lowest point along
the length of the upstream face.

c. Appurtenant Structures

(1) Low-level gates. The visual inspection of the low-
level gates revealed that substantial leakage is occurring
through the stone masonry of the control shaft. Leakage was
observed around the perimeter of the gates; however, there
was no visible leakage through the gates.

The control shaft has been faced with reinforced concrete
wall on the upstream side. A reinforced concrete frame has
been added in the downstream face of the control shaft. (See
Appendix C - Figure 6.) The gates are located approximately
midpoint between the upstream and downstream faces.

The observed leakage was exiting between the open joints in
the stone masonry. The majority of the leakage was through
the side wall joints near the bottom of the dam and dischar-
ging with considerable velocity. The discharge water was
clear. The estimated discharge was 2 cfs.

The Yates can be raised by mechanical operating mechanisms
at the top of the dam. The New Hampshire Water Resources
Board would not permit inspection or operation of the gates
during the summer recreational season. The control shaft
which houses the gates and operating mechanisms are construc-
ted integrally with the dam embankment.

The exterior of the gatehouse was observed to be in fair
condition.

3 (2) Emergency Overflow Spillway. An overflow spillway
has been constructed adjacent to the northwest abutment of
the dam. The weir is reinforced concrete, 2 feet high, with
a 1.5 foot wide crest and is 25 feet long. (See Appendix C -

Figure 7.) The condition of the concrete weir and left

9
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SECTION 3
VISUAL INSPECTION

3.1 Findings

a. General. Mendums Pond Dam is a low dam which
impounds in intermediate size reservoir. The watershed
above the pond is gently to steeply sloping. The downstream
area is gently sloping. Cottages are located around the
perimeter of the reservoir.

b. Dam. Mendums Pond Dam is an earth embankment
with upstream and downstream vertical dry masonry walls.
(See Appendix C - Figures 2, 3, and 4.) A concrete facing
has been constructed to within about 4 feet of the top of
the upstream dry masonry wall. Between the southeast abut-
ment and the gatehouse, which is near the center of the dam,
a sloping rock buttress has been placed against the downstream
dry masonry wall. This sloping buttress may have been placed
subsequent to original construction. From the gatehouse
part way to the northeast abutment, a rectangular rock berm
has been placed against the downstream dry masonry wall. It
has two smaller rectangular buttresses, one at the northwest
end, the other near the middle of the berm. The rectangular
berm and buttresses appear to be part of the original con-
struction. The crest of the dam is covered with grass.

Located near the center of the dam is a low-level gated shaft
with two gates at a higher level. A concrete uncontrolled
spillway is located near the northwest abutment.

The dam is 440 feet long, 31 feet high, and 24 to 49 feet
wide at the crest. At the time of the inspection the water
level in the pond was 7.3 feet below the crest of the dam.

Four grass-covered depressions several feet wide and up to
12 inches deep that may be caused by settlement were noted
on the crest of the dam next to the downstream dry masonry
wall. Similar depressions were noted in a 1935 inspection
report, but it is not known whether the depressions that now
exist are the same ones that were observed in 1935.

The top of the downstream dry masonry wall bow 4h feet
downstream from a straight line between the southeast abut-
ment and the aatehouse. Three tie rods through the upstream
and downstream faces of the dam, about 8 feet below the
crest, were noted. (See Appendix C - Figure 5.) The
installation of these tie rods was recommended in a report
by H. F. Dunham dated December 5, 1918, but it is not known
when the tie rods were actually installed.

8
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SECTION 2j ENGINEERING DATA

2.1 Design

No original design data were disclosed for Mendums Pond Dam.

2.2 Construction

A report prepared by H.F. Dunham for the Lamprey River
Improvement Company, dated December 5, 1918, was the
earliest investigation found regarding Mendums Pond Dam.
Dunham's report contains a sketch of a cross section copied
from a report by W. M. Oliver, C.E. to Newmarket Manufacturing
Company dated 1889. (See Appendix B.) After ownership was
transferred to the State, the New Hampshire Water Resources
Board (NHWRB) made repairs in 1958-59, 1963, and 1977.
Copies of plans of these repairs are included in Appendix B.

2.3 Operation

No engineering operational data were disclosed.

2.4 Evaluation

a. Availability. Little engineering data were disclosed
for Mendums Pond Dam. A search of the files of the NHWRB
revealed only a limited amount of recorded information. The
report by W. M. Oliver, C.E., 1889, referenced in the Dunham
Report, was not disclosed.

b. Adequacy. Because of the limited amount of detailed
data available, the final assessments and recommendations of
this investigation are based on the visual inspection and
hydrologic and hydraulic calculations.

c. Validity. The visual inspection is generally con-
sistent with the 1889 sketch for the exposed portions of the
dam, except as modified by the addition of the tie rods, as
recommended by H. C. Dunham in 1918, and the concrete facing,
overflow spillway, and refacing of the gate section accom-
plished by the NHWRB. The plans found for the NHWRB rehabili-
tation are in general conformity with the structure as seen
in the visual inspection. (For details, see Sections 3 & 6
and Appen .x B.)

7



the dam. A gatehouse covers the operating mechanisms.
The control shaft is open on the downstream face of thedam. Originally granite struts spaced about 6 feet apartvertically maintained the integrity of the shaft. Thesestruts are now replaced by a reinforced concrete frame.

6
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(3) Height - 31' (structural height)

(4) Top Width - ranges from 24' to 49'

(5) Side Slopes - Vertical

(6) Zoning - unknown

(7) Impervious core - unknown

(8) Cutoff - unknown

(9) Grout curtain - unknown

(10) Other - Downstream face of dam partially
buttressed with rock berms.

h. Diversion and Regulating Tunnel. - not applicable
(See j. below.)

i. Spillway

(1) Type - Overflow concrete weir, 2 feet high, with

a crest width of 1 feet.

(2) Length of weir - 25'

(3) Crest elevation - 219' MSL

(4) Gates - None

(5) U/S Channel - Mendums Pond

(6) D/S Channel - The downstream channel is cut in
bedrock with a shallow depth of sand, gravel, and boulders
on the bottom. The channel has a gentle slope away from
the spillway but at about 50 feet it steepens sharply,
twists, and turns for about 250 feet where it empties into
several small marshy ponds before joining a large deep
marsh that extends downstream about 1,700 feet from the dam.

j. Regulating Outlets. Three wooden gates are located
over ports in the upstream face of the wall of the control
shaft. The lowest port (gate 2' H x 4' W) is at the base
of the shaft; the upper smaller ports (gates 1.8' H x 1.5'
W) have their inverts 14 feet above the invert of the lower
port. Each gate has its own gate lifting mechanism that is
hand operated. The control shaft is built integrally with
the dry masonry walls at about the middle of the dam, and
the wall containing the ports is at about the midsection of

I
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(4) Full flood control pool - not applicable

(5) Recreation pool - 219

(6) Spillway crest - 219 (obtained from U.S.G.S.
Quadrangle sheet and assumed to be nillway elevation)

(7) Upstream invert low-level port - 195

(8) Streambed at centerline of main dam - 195 (at
downstream toe measured 6/13/78)

(9) Maximum tailwater - unknown

d. Reservoir (miles)

(l) Length of maximum pool - 1.5

(2) Length of recreational pool - 1.5

(3) Length of flood control pool - not applicable

e. Storage (acre-feet)

(1) Recreational pool - 1,960 (spillway crest)

(2) Flood control pool - not applicable

(3) Test flood pool - 3,890

(4) Top of dam - 3,330

f. Reservoir Surface (acres)

(1) Top of dam (embankment) - 310

(2) Test flood pool - 330

(3) Flood control pool - not applicable

(4) RecreAtion pool - 209

(5) Spillway crest - 209

g. Dam

(1) Type - earthen embankment placed between upstream
and downstream vertical dry masonry walls.

(2) Length - 440'

4



Company. In 1958-59 the gate section was extensively
repaired and faced with concrete that included the addition
of reinforced concrete supports in the downstream face of
the low-level control shaft. In 1963, a concrete weir was
built at the overflow spillway near the northwest abutment.
In 1977, the southeast side of the dam was refaced. The
1958-1977 construction improvements were accomplished by
the NHWRB.

i. Normal Operating Procedures. The dam is visited
on a weekly basis by the NHWRB. During the winter, spring,
and summer seasons the gates are generally kept closed, and
the outflow is over the overflow spillway. The lake level
fluctuates depending upon the amount of inflow. In the fall,
and at other times if necessary, the lake is drawn down by
opening the gates. The fall drawdown provides additional
storage for the spring freshets.

1.3 Pertinent Data

a. Drainage Area. The drainage area consists of 5.4
square miles (3,456 acres) of gently to steeply sloping
wooded terrain. The normal recreation level has a surface
area of 209 acres, which is equivalent to 6 percent of the
watershed.

b. Discharge at Damsite

(1) Outlet works (ports) - One lower gate, 2' H x 4' W
and Invert Elevation 195' MSL; 2 upper gates, 1.8' H x 1.5' W
and Invert Elevation 209' MSL. Total gate capacity at spill-
way crest - 300 cfs @ 219' MSL.

(2) The maximum discharge at damsite is unknown. No
records of past overtopping were disclosed.

(3) Spillway capacity at maximum pool elevation -
1010 cfs @ 224.3' MSL

(4) Total project discharge (gates closed) - 3825 cfs
@ 226.3' MSL

c. Elevation. (ft. above MSL) (Elevations are relative
to assumed spillway elevation; see (5) below.)

(1) Top of dam - the crest varies from 224.3 to 226.4

(2) Test flood pool - 226.3

(3) Design surcharge (origino design) - unknown

3
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VISUAL INSPECTION CHECK LIST

PARTY ORGANIZATION

PROJECT Mendums Pond Dam, N.H. DATE June 6, 1978

TIME 5:30 P.M.

WEATHER Sunny

W.S. ELEV. 215.7 U.S.195 DN.S.

EA }WI'Y :

j. Warren Guinan 6._

2. Robert Langen 7.

3. Stephen Gilman 8.

4. Ronald Hirschfeld 9.

5. John Falcione 10.

PROJECT FEATURE INSPECTED BY REMARKS

1. Hydrology/hydraulics R. Langen

2. Structural Stability S. Gilman

3. Soils and Geology R. Hirschfeld

4. Mechanical J. Falcione

6.

7.

B.

9.

i0.

_______________________________ __________

I



PERIODIC INSPECTI01 C0CK LIIT

PROJECT Mendums Pond Dam, N.H. DATE June 6, 1978

PROJECT FEAMRE Dam Embankment NAME

DISCIPLINE NAME _,

AREA EVALUATED CONDITIONS

DAM EMBANKMENT

Crept Elevation 224.3

Current Pool Elevation 215.7

Maximum Impoundment to Date Unknown

Surface Cracks None observed

Pavement Condition Not paved

Movement or Settlement of Crest Four grass-covered depressions seve al
feet wide and up to 12" deep on cre t

Lateral Movement of dam next to downstream dry-mason y
wall. Downstream dry masonry wa~l

Yertical Alignment deviates 43 ft. horizontally fromx
straight line between gate house an

Horizontal Alignment--_ _- east abutment.
.~-~- Good

Condition at Abutment and at Concrete See "Lateral Movement" above.
Structures Good

Indicotions of :Aovtment of Structural None observed
Items on Slopes

Treppessing on Slopes None observed

4loughing or Erosion of Slopes or None observed

ROCk Slope Protection - Riprap Failures None observed

l ual Movement or Cracking at or None observed
poor* Toes

Unusual Embankment or Downstram Two seepages near downstream toe
80es6e of dam'

?png or Boils gone observed -.

foundation Drainage Features gone observed -'> "

Too Drains one observed

' "s' None observed

A-2
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PERIODIC INSPiCTI3N CHECK LL)T

PROJECT Mendums Pond Dam, N.H. DATx June 6. 1978

j PROJECT }EATU: Intake Channel and HAW
Structure

DISC IPLINE NA

AREA EVALUATED CONDITION
OUTLET 14!ORK.S - M'faKE CHANEL AND Mendums Pond - low-level outlet is

INTA STRUCTURE near center of dam.

a. Approach Channel Clear

Slope Conditions Clean

Bottom Conditions Gravel and cobbles

Rock Slides or Falls None visible

Log Boom None

Debris None

Condition of Concrete Lining Good - erosion limited to loss
of surface laitance

Drains or Weep Holes

None visible
b. Intake Structure

Not visible
Condition of Concrete

Stop Logs and Slots

A-3
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- PERIODIC INSP;CTION LliCK LIST

PROJECT Mendums Pond Dam, N.H. DATE June 6, 1978

PROJECT )EATURE Control Tower _ _ __""

DISCIPLINE NAME

AREA EVALUATED CONDITION

OUILET WORKS - CONTROL TOWER

a. Concrete and Structural

General Condition Good

Condition of Joints Good

Spelling None observed

Visible Reinforcing None observed

Rusting or Staining of Concrete None observed

Any Seepage or Efflorescence None observed

Joint Alignment Not applicable

Unusual Seepage or Leaks in Gate Leaks observed on d/s face around-
Chamber gate

Cracks None observed

Rustin& or Corrosion of Steel

b. Mechanical Lifting Mechanism Gatehouse locked. NHWRB would not
permit inspection during recrea-

Air Vents tional season

Float Wells

Crane Hoist

Elevator

Hydraulic System

Service Gates

Emergency Gates

Lightning Protection System

Emergency Power System

Wiring and - - C-stem .r.
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PERIODIC IDjiPV :CT IGN- CHECKI LIST

PROJECT Mendums Pond Dam, N.H. DATE June 6, 1978

PROJECT FEATURE Outlet Works NA __

DISCIPLINE NAME

AREA EVALUATED CONDITION

OUTLET WORKS - TRANSITION AND CONDUIT Not visible

General Condition of Concrete

Rust or Staining on Concrete

Spalling

Erosion or Cavitation

Cracking

Alignment of Monoliths

Alignment of Joints

Numbering of Monoliths

A
i
I
I
IJ
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PLJRIODIC ] V,1 Ii :'ON ('a;CK hT

PROJE;CT Mendums Pond Dam, N.H. DIAT June 6, 1978

PROJECT FEATURE Outlet Works NAME

DISCIPLINE NAME

AHEA EVALUATED CONDITION

OUET WORKS - OUrLET STRUCTURE AND

OUTLET CIAMEL

General Condition of Concrete Good

Rust or Staining None

Spalling None visible

Erosion or Cavitation None visible

Visible Reinforcing None

Any Seepage or Efflorescence Substantial leakage through stone
masonry (sidewalls) d/s of gate

Condition at Joints structure
Open

Drain holes None risible

Channel

Loose Rock or Trees Overhanging Some trees downstream
Channel

Condition of Discharge Channel Good, consists of rocks, sand, and
gravel
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'I ~~~~~~~PERIODIC ]~IcCJ1 )Ic;I1;

PROJYCT Mendums Pond Dam, N. H. DA4TE June 6, 1978

PHOJEC T FATURE Spillway Weir - NAP_______________

DISCUDLflE_____________ _________

ARE~A EVALUATED) CONDITION

OLUIET WOiPES - SPILLW~AY WEIR, APPROACH

ATID DISCHARGE CHANUiELS

a. Approach Channel

General Condition Good

Loose Rock Overhanging Channel None

Trees Overhanging Channel Some on west abutment

Floor of' Approach Channel Sand, gravel, and boulders

b. Weir and Training Walls Stone masonry - open joints

General Condition of Concrete Good

Rust or Staining None

Spalling Minor spalling and loss of surface
lai tance

Any Visible Reinforcing No

Any Seepage or Efflorescence None

Drai, Nioles None

c. Disch~arge Channel

General Condition Fair

Loose Rock Overhanging Channel None

Trees Overhanging Channel Some trees overhanging downstream

Floor of Channel Bedrock, some boulders

Other Obstructiors Brush growing in and next to
channel

A- 7



PZRIODIC BNSPiCT'IOIN CHECK LlIST

PROJECT Mendums Pand Dam, N.H. DA June 6, 1978

PROJECT FEATURE Service Bridge NAME

DISCIPLINE NAME

AREA EVALUATED CONDITION

ObTLET WORKS - SERVICE BRIDGE
..... WNone - Gatehouse over spillway -

a. Super Structure locked - house in good condition

Bearings

Anchor Bolts

Bridge Seat

Longitudinal Metabers

lhder Side of Deck

Secondary Bracing

Deck

Drainage System

Railings

Expansion Joints

Faint

b. Abutment & Piers

General Condition of Concrete

Alignment of Abutment

Approach to Bridge

Condition of Seat & Backwall

A-8



PROJECT Mendums Pond Dam, N.H. DATE June 6, 1978

PROJECT FEATURE Reservoir jjI" _. Ian9en

AREA EVALUATED REMARKS

Stability of Shoreline Good

Sedimentation Not visible

Changes in Watershed Minor
Runoff Potential

Upstream Hazards Few homes; lowest is 6' above la

Downstream Hazards U.S. Route 4 downstream about
2000 yds. - deep marsh 300 feet

below dam to U.S. Route 4.
Alert Facilities None observed

Hydrometeorological Gages None

operational & Maintenance None observed
Regulations

A-9
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1NEW HAMPSHIRE WATER CONTROL COMMISSION

REPORT ON DAY: INSPECTION

7 oi:_________________DAY N0. IY ,4 STREAM

(W'YER ,~ 9".~ADDRESS ______

In accordance with Section 20 of Chapter 133, Laws off 1937, the atcove
.aam was inspected by me on .accompanied by

NOTES ON PHYSICAL COTDITION
Abutrents i z' , " ,', -.- , .. .' .'" - "-..--

.7 , .J :_ , .F. 7--' ,-. .

SpillIway -_ _ _

J,* ,,,, . . .. - 4-'__-,___"_-..__

Gates __-

-, . .,7p ~ . - # 4d'
-Z~ vNCE L ST q~j P C T IT~'~ze6 ~~~

I'UTU7E INSPECTIONS . _ _ _ _ __.. . .

This dam (is) * 4) a rmenace because _ .I,-. / /- IA -~

4C ,-44 - - - -

I

C2 py to Cwvner Date /'* "

I I "e,
( Addti~onal othes C~r)

'U.,-m l ~ i



NEW HAMPSHIRE VIATESR RESOURCES BOARD

INVENTORY OF DAMS AYD WATER POWEi.R DEVELOPMENTS

DAM

BASIN /fp? NA%. _____________

RIVER MILES FRO4 MOUTH1. D sD

LOCAL TIA1 OF DAM /

BUILT _____DESCRIPTION :5 7' AI -z>F,

POND AREA-AChEs 2poa DRAVTDOVIN FT. /4. P01-0 CAPACITY-QRr F7* 3.
H:1IGHT-TCP TO BED OF STREAM-FT. -D M0 4
OVL-IALL LZ NGTH OF DAM-FT § l-AX .FLTOD HEIGHT ABOV CREST
PER7 IfEI'IC CREST ELEV.U.S.G.S. LOCAL GAGE _________

TAILWATER ELEV.U.S.G.S. LOCAL GAGE ________

SPILLWAY LZN G~lS-F.PCM2. FRThREEB ARD-FT. .

FLASH BCARD -. TYPE YH 7T 7V
W;ASTI'E GATE--S-N\C. WiIPTH llAX.CPENTTiG DEPT-H SILL BELOWX CREST

R IMA R K S -,,

POWER DEVELOPI.E'NT

RATED HEAD C.F.S.
UNITS ITC. HP FEET FULL GATE KV MAKE______

USE

P E 'AkR KS

IDATE J j C a. (o- L-
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PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF NEW HAMPSHIRE-DAM RECORD

TONTOWN STATE

NO, NO_ __ _ _

sTrpAM_______

DRAINAGE POND

AREA _______________________ IAREA
DAM FOUNOATION

TYPET NATU Re OF, ______

MATERIALS OF $)it stxe DE:rth
CONsSTIRUCTION

PuRPOSE POWER-CONSERVAT ION- DOM EST 1c -- RECREATION4-TPNSPORTION-PUBLIC UTILITY

HEIGHTS TOP OF 4W TOP OF DAM TO T
DAM 1T0WED OF STREAM _______SPILLWAY CRESS

SPILLWAYS. LENGTH$ EGI~

OE.-T HS BELOW TOP OF DAM ___ ______ OF DAM

PLASHROAROS

T HP _ EIGHT ABOVE CREST

OPERATING HEAD TOP OF FLAS141OAROS

CR~A TO W. -- ---- -~-_ ~ ON 1

WHEl S. NUMBER

I N D 5 H6 Pjt __________

GENERATORS, NUMBSER

Ki_-N 0SaK W.

H P 91)P C. TI ME Fl. P.15 P. .. TIME

lOPc EFF. __ 1007P C. F

HEf-ERENCES. CASES.

PLANS. INSPECTIONS.

REMARKS

Lc-z2rey Pjv -r mv r-t(.

- Y~s. cl' "J -iji ~c tCion..

T o the 0,lbi c e rvi c e C j.:zi..>- n:

'Iei'eO:: ne~ ~c'Zon h- tb-vH, in --c ~u t cjv:,rirl ins-3 ction

dB- ~ 3E' El-2-- z

B. -v -3
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I,~ ~Mendum's.

At the Mendum reservoir there is less need to make changes.

The bottom of the present spillway should be brought to a uniform

level and all growth of small trees and obstacles of all descrip-

tions, driftwood, old stumps, etc. should be removed and the entire

space kept clear. One further recommendation needs attention at

your convenience. The upstream wall at Mlendum's is of very large

rough stone, boulders for the most part. and at two or three places

these have cracked under the pressure which has been concentrated

at various points by the remo al, through frost action in nearly a

hundred years, of many of the smaller stones used in construction

to level up and give added bearing surface. Last month many restora-

tions to early conditions were made by replacement without mortar,

but with much work and careful attention to strengthening the wall.

There are however three places where steel tie-rods should be intro-

duced at a depth of about eight feet from the surface to check

further outward movement at points where the overhang or bulging

amount to 12 or 14 inches. The tie-rods should be not less than

2 inches in diameter with upset ends and provided with washers or

crabs 3 or 4 feet in diameter. The location of the rods and a

section is shown in Fig. 2 on the last sheet attached to this report.

The rods should be free from rust bedded and packed in fine gravel

concrete in proportions 1, 2, 3. Very little need be used. The

exposed parts should be painted. Then with general supervision and

economic control the reservoirs should continue for a long time to

give good service without causing you any anxiety or disquiet.

Yours truly,

B-15
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with stems of wood and ratchet connections. These gates are

evidently of later construction and are backed up by brick work

and two or three braces of wood extending to the solid ledge

below the dam where the ends are bolted down. It would be simple

and good construction to spring a brick arch between the vertical

stone walls to hold the gate frames in place. It is within reason

to think that the brick work and braces were placed asthey are

so that under certain pressures due to flood conditions, and

perLaps with a little help, the whole construction, brick work,

gates and timbers would be swept out of the way, much increasing

spillway capacity. But whether that inference be correct or not,

there can be no apparent harm in leaving the structure in its

present condition or in replacing the wood braces when that

becomes necessary.

At the Drown Dam (No.2) there are stop planks retained

by timber braces more or less decayed. Renewals should be made

as time may require. But all of the Pawtuckaway spillways real

and im~ginery, taken together, are insufficient for a drainage

area of twenty (20) square miles. This can be shown conclusive-

ly by precipitation records personally witnessed where the annual

totals are below those of southern New Hampshire. To provide

more ample spillway capacity the Gove Dam (No.3) should be lowered

or reduced in elevation about three feet over a length of two

hunl,-ed and fifty feet in two sections of one hundred and twenty-

five feet each as showh in Fig. 1 in the last sheet hereto at-

tached. This will afford in addition to the other spillways a

free flow for a great volume of water whenever the necessity

arises. That may not be once in a century.

B-14
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' Their records were virtuully barometer readings. )

Gate Repairs.

4. The main gates at the Mendum reservoir set in a wood

from had suffered froa decay making it difficult to fix upon a

satisfactory estimate of leakage. Rocky creek-bed conditions

below the dam interposed further difficulties. But nothing serious

was observed. The gates and gate frames have just been renewed as

you directed, necessary pointing in their vicinity attended to

and the reservoir Is now filling.

Report by Mr. W. M. Oliver, C. E.

5. In the year 1889 IIr. Oliver made a very comprehen-

sive and valuable report upon all of these dams for the Newmarket

Manufacturing Company, and this report with maps, sketches and

figures is now in your possession. The maps and cross sections

have been checked up carefully and found to be surprisingly

accurate. This includes restored base-line measurements and

distances to faces of walls. Also deep excavations were made at

Mendui's to show that his cross sections were reliable. The more

essential sections have been copied freely and are shown in the

ink prints attached hereto with well deserved credit to Mr.

Oliver in each case.

Recommendations.

6. At Pawtuckaway Dam No. 1 the main gate is at the

originul level of the stream and is about twenty inches by fifty

inches (20" x 50"). It is raised by a wood stem with nut and

screw. The stem and timber support within the gate house should

be renewed at no distant date. Between this gate and the spillway

there are two waste gates each three feet by three feet (3' x 3') /
B-13
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some through the dam itself--but all that comes through the core

wall is always perfectly clear, and a recent measurement,-

November 18.- when the surface of the water in the reservoir was

two and eight tenths feet below the spillway.gives a good idea of

present conditions. The total volume discharged was four and-

eight tenths second feet, of which it was estimated one half

leaked through the gates, or reached the stream in the quarter

of a mile between the dam and the measuring channel. The leakage

is nearly the same in volume from each half of the dam as may be

observed where it flows laterally along the buttressed lower

slopes of the dam to the main gateway, the sides of which are

walled up vertically from the creek bed. The volume discharged

is not large considering the extent of the core wall and the

pressure to which it is subjected. A recently examineO earth and

core wall dam, built over forty years ago in another State, could

well be cited here. The dam was more than a fourth of a mile

long and about thirty-five feet high. From the first there was

leakage. More material was added at the foot of the water slope.

Able engineers were called and accurate gaging kept for many years

and recorded in annual reports. Following one of these is the

comment, -

"The only variation in the discharge from the weirs appears
to be due to changes in the weather."

lhe same statement would doubtless hold good at the Pawtuckaway

and Mendum reservoirs were they accurately gaged. f'he early

water supply for London, England, was from springs that were care-

fully gaged as the demand increased. Then it was observed that

the discharge was greater before than it was after a rain storm.

B-12
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possess permanent features, in the broad puddled clay-and-

gravel cores and heavy retaining walls, superior to any of

those described by Mr. Schuyler. More information about the

design, the designer and the degree of originality in the

construction of these dams would be very interesting. It

is quite possible that the "type" had its origin in those

structures. The dams have caused some anxiety at different

dates and changes have been recommended and some have been

made at dates that show the existence of faulty work elsewhere

rather than in the dams themselves. Soon after the Mill river

disaster in Massachusetts, in 1874, and again after the Johns-

town flood in 1989, studies were made and the core walls in

some places reinforced. In the writer's opinion there has not

been a moment since the dams were built that they were unsafe--

except from overtopping in some deluge too severe for the spill-

ways to accomodate. It is of eye witness record that the water

has been within an estimated "two feet" of the top of the Mendum

dam and sand bags have been used on the Pawtuckaway dam No 1 on

the water face wall to divert the flood to the spillway. This

should not have been necessary.

Pawtuckaway - Dams No. 1, 2 and 3.

3. The dams leak a little. It may be said that all

core wall dams do leak. Personal observations for more than

two years, and at many different stages of water in the Pawtuck-

away reservoir have been recorded, and the leaks in the main

Lam (No. 1) measured in a channel constructed for that purpose.

The main and waste gates do not close perfectly, but well enough

for all reservoir purposes. Some water escapes at the ates--
B-I



Dam", "Drown's Dam". and the "Gove Dam" indicated on the map

respectively as Dams No. 1, 2 and 3. At Mendum's Pond there

is but one dam, located at the main outlet and lying partly

in the town of Barrington and partly in the town of Nottingham.

hereinafter referred to as the"Mendum Dam". The dams were

designed and built very nearly as they are at the present time

in or between the years 1839 and 1842.

Type of Dams.

2. In a comprehensive work on "Reservoirs for Irri-

gation Water Power and Water Supply", published in 1900, Mr.

James D. Schuyler, M. Am. Soc. C. E., devotes some seventy-

five pages to rock-fill dams. His discussion in part follows:

"Rock-fill dams may be said to have originated forty
or fifty years ago in the mining districts of Cali-
fornia ....... in difficult and almost inaccessible
locations ....... and were considered to be of a tem-
porary nature...... They began with timber or log cribs
filled with loose stone. Their next stage was an
embankment of loose stone, a portion of which was
laid up as a dry wall with a facing of two or more
thicknesses of plank to secure water tightness. The
latter type has proven so serviceable that it is still
regardedas one of the most desirable classes of dam
that can be built where economy is of prime importance."

Then follows an outline description of six types of rock-

fill dams--including these two.

"2. Rock-fill dams with a central core of steel plates
and without hand-laid facing walls."

"4. Rock-fill dams with facing of masonry built ver-
tically backed with earth and covered on the lower side
with blocks of stone laid in mortar."

iow all of these reservoir dams under consideration on the

Lamprey water shed are rock-fill dams and not only were they

built long before the mining days in California but they

B-10
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December 5, 1918.

tr. D. A. Belden, President,
Lamprey River Improvement Company,

Haverhill, Mass.

Dear Sir:-

Agreeably to your request, I have made a study of

conditions pertaining to the two artificial reservoirs owned

by your company, known as Pawtuckaway Lake and Mendum Pcnd,

both of which are in the towns of Nottingham and Barrington,

lew Hampshire. I have kept in view your desire to be informed

concerning the type of construction and present condition of

the various dams, spillways and controlling apparatus, and

particularly as to any defects which should be remedied in the

interest of public safety to life and property.

1. The reservoirs are within the drainage area

tributary to the Lamprey River ten to fifteen miles westerly

from Newmarket, 1N. H. The area tributary to each reservoir is

not definitely known but has been estimated at about six square

miles for the Mendum Reservoir and twenty square miles for the

Pawtuckaway. More exact determination would have been made but

for the fact that the U. S. Geological Survey is now plotting

the notes of a quadrangle covering the reservoirs and their

drainage districts. Both of the reservoirs are formed by dams

built at tho outlets of these small lakes and at overflow points

where the higher elevation of water would cause a discharge into

a depression or ravine at a distant point. There are three dams

at Pawtuckaway as attached map shows, known locally as "Dollof

B-9
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PAii-LUCKMvAY AND IEUM~n PONDS

REPORT F70M. H. F. DtUhHAI

to

D. A. BELDEN, PRESIDEIT

IUREY RIVER I11PROV MT COMPANY-

December 58 1918
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NEW HAMPSHIRE WATER CONTROL COMMISSION

DATA ON RESERVOIRS & PONDS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

'.OCATION AT DAM NO.

Town ...... Not.................................... : County .... .........................

S tream ..............................................................................................................................

Basin-Primary ....... S..ondary R.~~6 .
a n m.......................................-.,eco...r-..... .......................................

SL ocal N am e .............................................................. ...................................................................................-

DRAINAGE AREA

Controlled ................ Sq. Mi.: Uncontrolled ................ Sq. Mi.: Total ..... . ..... Sq. M

ELEVATION vs. WATER SURFACE AREA vs. VOLUME

Surface
Point Head Area Volume

Feet Acres Acre Ft

(1 ) M ax. F lood H eight ......................................................... ................

(2) T op of F lashboards ..................................................................................

(3) P erm anent C rest ..................................................................................

(4) N orm al D raw dow n ............................ .......... .4,4 ....................................

(4 M ax. D raw dow n ................................................................................

(6) O riginal P ond .................................................................................

Base Used ".: Coef. to change to U.S.G.S. Base .............................................................

RESERVOIR CAPACITY

Total Volume Useable Volume

Drawdown ............................ ft.............................. ft.

Volum e ............................ ac. ft. ........................... ac. ft.

A cre ft. per sq. m i. ........................................................

Inches per sq. m i.........................................................

USE O F W A TER .. Z e : -i .................................................................................... .................

O W N E R ,. . .. . .. * ... .......................................................................................

REMARKS

conaltion f 1T

Tabulation By ................................................................ Date ........................... .................
B- 7 .
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NEW HAMPSHIRE WATER CONTROL COMMISSION

DATA -ON DAMS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

LOCATION STATE NO. ......

Town ................................................... . ..... ...............................

Stream .......... .- - ... .. .......................................................................... ........................................................... .....

Basin-Primary ........ ...... Secondary ....................
L ocal N am e ....................................................................................................................... ............ ..................... ......... .. .
Coordinate.--Lat...'.... . .... .L....Lo.n ....................................... .

GENERAL DATA
Drainage area: Controlled .................... Sq. Mi.: Uncontrolled .................... Sq. Mi.: Total ............. Mi.

Overall length of dam-"......:..ft.: Date of Construction ....................................................................

Height: Stream bed to highest elev ..... ............ft.: Max. Structure ............... ..... i........................

Cost--D am ........................................................................ : Reservoir ............................. ................. . .

DESCRIPTION otone n., e..rt , c..m_ .t 1 . ."

Waste Gates
T y p e ............................................................................................................................................................................ ...... .
Number ........... ......... : Size ..... aA... ...... ft. high x .......................................... .......... ft. wide

Elevation Invert ............................................................ : Total A rea ..................................... .. sq. ft.

H oist ........................................................................................................................ .................................................

Waste Gates Conduit
N um ber .................................................... : M aterials ................................... ......... ............................

Size ................................ ft.: L ength ................................ ft.: A rea ........................................................................ sq . ft.

Embankment
T y p e .................................................................................................................................................................................

Height--Max ......................................................... ft.: Min ................................. .............. .. ft.

T op- W idth ................................................................ E lev . .................................................................... ........ . ft.

Slopes-Upstream ........... on........................ Downstream ................................. on .............

Length-Right of Spillway ....................................: Left of Spillway .......................

Spiliway
Materials of Construction .......................... ....................... ............ .....................................

Length-Total ...... . ........ ft.: Net ............... ft..............

Height of permanent section-Max ........... ft.: Min ............................ ....... ft.

Flashboards Type ....... ................................................................ : H eight ........................... ....... ft.

Elevation-Permanent Crest ........................................................ : Top of Flashboard ......................................

Flood Capacity ............. .aaO ................... cfs.: ........................................ ...... cfs/sq. mi.

Abutments
M aterials : ....................................... . ...............................

F reeboard : M ax ....................... ........................... ft.: M in . ................................................................................... ft.

Headworks to Power Devel.-(See "Data on Power Development")

O W N E R ........... ................. . ....... ................. ...................... ......................................

REMARKS -. .o.7.jr . . -,

T abulation B y .......... ., ........................................... 8 _5... D ate ......................................
8"2124



Retwo t o ... .... .................. . Mad* By ..................
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APPENDIX D

HYDROLOGY/HYDRAULICS
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Figure 9 - Looking at the downstream chahnel from
the top of the dam near the gate house.
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Figure 7 - Looking downstream at the overflow
spillway and the outlet channel forming
the northwest abutment of the dam.

Figure 8 - Looking upstream at the reservoir from
the gate house.
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Figure 6 - Looking upstream at the outlet to thej gate structure.
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Figure 4 - Looking southeast along the downstream
face of the dam near the overflow spillway.

Figure 5 - View of the tie rod in the downstream face
located 50 feet northwest of the gate house.
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Figure 2 - Looking northwest along the upstream face
of the dam from the southeast abutment.

I
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I ,
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I

Figure 3 - Looking southeast along the upstream face
of the dam from the northwest abutment,
near the overflow spillway.
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APPENDIX E

INFORMATION AS
CONTAINED IN THE NATIONAL

INVENTORY OF DAMS
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